DNA may get most of the press, but in *Life from an RNA World*, Michael Yarus wants us to develop an appreciation for RNA. Yarus begins by introducing Darwin's theory of natural selection while countering some of its more frequent critiques (i.e., the complexity of life cannot be adequately explained by natural selection). Importantly, he emphasizes that any mutation that does not adversely affect an organism's fitness will not be selected against -- this includes both overtly advantageous mutations as well as those that do not change anything. In this way, Yarus effectively lays the necessary groundwork for the relevance of the term "RNA world."

According to the RNA world hypothesis, RNA, rather than DNA, may be the primordial ancestor of all life due to its abilities to both store genetic information and function enzymatically. Yarus strongly advocates genetics research, explaining how our increased understanding of the genome has reshaped our knowledge of who our closest relatives are (for example, the RNA sequences of humans are more similar to those of butterflies than to those of other insects). Importantly, he provides a rationale for why RNA changes (in addition to DNA changes) should be tracked. Unfortunately, he does not sufficiently explain what RNA is or why it is important biologically until Chapter 9 (entitled "A Thumbnail Sketch of Molecular Biology"). Here, Yarus truly explains the importance of RNA relative to DNA as well as the functions of RNA. He finishes by laying out the necessary properties for the RNA world hypothesis to be correct and then discussing research (including experiments from his own lab) that may help verify these properties.

Yarus writes in an approachable, humorous style, and while the book is a bit disjointed, he makes a good case for the RNA world hypothesis while also getting the reader to think more carefully about evolution and natural selection. The text is very readable and is aimed at individuals who love science and are fairly familiar with the associated terminology. The short chapters are not cluttered with citations, but Yarus does include a list of a few recommended additional readings at the end of each chapter should readers care to delve into a topic more deeply. Additionally, Yarus provides a helpful glossary of terms at the end of the book to enable those less familiar with nucleic acids or rusty on their molecular biology to catch up quickly.

While each chapter functions well on its own, the book as a whole could have been better organized. As written, it comes off as a series of vignettes on molecular biology rather than a cohesive examination of the RNA world hypothesis. Additionally, while the conversational, humorous, and at times philosophical style of writing is generally engaging, Yarus does overdo it from time to time. The opening quotes for each chapter seem like a forced effort to engage non-scientists and are generally difficult to link with the topic of the chapter. Some chapters seem redundant. Overall, however, Yarus has made a good effort to educate readers on an important but frequently overlooked aspect of genetics and evolutionary biology.
